
 
Yuanming was a place that did not impress Kade Ra. In fact, it made him uncomfortable 

to be without is weapons, even if he had the force, which is why he kept his arm-Vibroblades 
ready. He had been staying at one of the hotels, keeping an eye out for Collective trash, while 
occasionally helping himself to their bars. To build up credits, the Acolyte was also looking for 
some bounties but at the moment his main concern was to guard the hotel.  
 
Finally clocking out for the day, grabbing his weapons, and leaving that funky hotel, Kade 
decided to head on over to Ebon Ridge. The first thought that comes to most people when they 
hear “Ebon Ridge” would be a dirty, run down cantina with a side of fresh barfighting. Within one 
visit, you would often see someone get shot by the person sitting across from them, and the 
gambling areas are way worse. However, this very reason was why Kade enjoyed the place. He 
hadn’t killed(or nearly been killed) in a while, and the Shadow was getting bored.  
 
Hopping into his clan-issued HH-87 Starhopper, he planned on flying over. 
 
As fate would have it though, Kade would never arrive at Ebon Ridge due to the fact that as he 
was heading over, he received a transmission from his Battleteam Leader, Appius Wight.  
 
Pulling out his holoprojector, he took a look at the Knight. “Kade, we’ve found a lead that may 
help us in the discovery of that Collective base on Daemmun. His name is Reb Sino, a hideous 
Twi’lek whom we believe is working with the Collective. I’m transferring our intel on him over to 
you, we need you to see if you can get the location of the base out of him. That means don’t 
straight up kill him Ra.” 
 
Glad to get the action, but when I’m about to go drinking. Sheesh. I better take at look at that 
intel. 
 
The first thing Kade noticed when he looked at the info is the fact that Reb hates everything to 
do with the force. Continuing down, he discovered the mass amounts of scarring he has. 
 
Should be recognizable on sight, if he’s around. 
 
As he skimmed through, the Acolytes eye caught an important detail, both to him personally and 
the mission: “Reb Sino has been known to hang around Saga, where some say his is a frequent 
visitor there.” 
 
Well, at least I can get a drink when I’m done. Hell, maybe I’ve started to drink too much. 
 
Landing the Starhopper, Kade preperated to find Sino. But before he went into Saga, the 
Shadow used The Force to change the appearance of his right eye to a brown eye, to match the 
left one. Kade usually did this to avoid attention, and he didn’t want to stick out from a mostly 
human population.  



 
 
Now ready, he entered the vast hub of Saga: A vast room with a towering roof and grand tables 
lined the hall. As his eyes wandered, he noticed several things: An area with a bunch of 
mercenaries around, tables with a large number of warriors sitting at them, multiple Sabacc 
games, and the large selection of drinks they have.  
 
Hmm. Maybe just one drink and then I’ll get him...     No, I better finish this, for Deathwatch. 
 
Continuing to look around the room, he saw a battered Twi’lek, probably talking to the rugged 
man next to him about work. However, he seemed to be drinking quite a bit. And he was 
missing part of his left Lekku. 
 
That’s my guy. Now I need to get him alone. 
 
He sat a table where he had sight on his target, but at a distance as to not arouse suspicion. 
 
Gradually, the Shadow came up with a plan. He knew that Sino hated all things Force. 
Additionally, he believed due to being tipsy at the least, he may be able to manipulate his mind.  
 
Fully concentrating upon the task at hand, Kade projected the idea of “beer” and “happiness” 
into his thoughts. If paying close attention, one would notice the ugly Raider progressively 
seeming seemed to drink faster. Additionally, While this was happening Kade’s right eye 
returned to blue, and he didn’t feel the need to change it back. 
 
As it would happen though, this was only a fragment of his plan. The Shadow pulled this act 
every twenty minutes on the Twi’lek, causing him to drink a lot more than he planned. After 
roughly two hours, the drunk prepared to return to his ship.  
 
The final part of Kades plan was falling into place. While on one hand, he thought it may have 
been easier to beat the location out of him, he decided it was better to mess with him till he got 
it.  
 
Preparing the plan, he hid behind some trash bins as he watched the Raider exit the building. 
Calling upon The Force and using all of his focus, the Force Disciple created an image, leaning 
on a tree near Sino’s ship, of a very stereotypical Jedi: A human wearing brown and tan robes, 
brown pants, and a lightsaber hanging visible at belt.  
 
When Sino saw the figure, he got angry rather quickly, and drunkenly shot at the figure, with two 
DL-44s that were at his side. Of course, the shots went through the image but a drunk Reb Sino 
didn’t make anything out of it. Deviously, Kade made the Jedi wave his hand slow up, the down 
quickly, making him appear at another location closer to the Raider. 
 



 
 
He continued this until the drunk Sino essentially broke, as a teleporting Jedi made no sense to 
the drunk man, who couldn’t deduct any reason for it. As he headed into his ship to crash, Kade 
ran up behind him, and pushing the mercenary against a nearby tree, the Shadow had nearly 
completed his plan.  
 
With a wave of his hand, he manipulated the broken mind: 
 
“I’m with the Collective, can you tell me where our base is on Daemmun.”  
 
“Errrrmmm-m. At-t the sp-ott were that uhhhhmmm crr-cr-crater is, the uh b-big o-ne. It’s uhhh 
unnnnndergrrrr-round, jjjjjust w-alk uuu-p into thee-e crater.” 
 
The slurred speech was bad, but Kade got what he came for. Fulfilling his final part with one 
switch lightsaber stroke, the war-torn, battered head was dismissed from the body. Sending a 
message back to Appius, he went back in for a celebratory drink or two. Or eight. 
 
“Appius, Reb Sino has been terminated, but I did find intel on the base. You know that huge 
crater on Daemon we went over several times? Apparently there’s an underground base of 
operations that the Collective is using, with the entrance around there I believe.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 


